News: Farewell To Dr. Donna Spindel

On August 16th, Dr. Donna Spindel bid adieu to her 37 years of service. Spindel's administrative background at Marshall included service as a chair in two different departments, as associate dean and interim dean of the College of Liberal Arts, as faculty coordinator for online instruction, as director of University Honors, and most recently dean of the Graduate College.

News: College of Arts & Media

The College of Arts and Media at Marshall University was created July 1, 2013, and is home to the School of Art and Design, the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, the School of Music and Theatre, the Marshall Artists Series, The Parthenon student newspaper, and the student radio station WMUL-FM.

Formerly known as the College of Fine Arts, the College of Arts and Media enriches the Huntington campus and regional community with many performances, exhibitions, broadcasts, publications, lectures, and special presentations.

Meet the Dean: Dr. Haiyang Chen

Dr. Haiyang Chen, who most recently was a professor and founding managing director with The Global Financial Services Institute in the Cotsakos College of Business at William Paterson University in Wayne, New Jersey, has been named dean of the College of Business. Previously, Dr. Chen was head of Graduate Business Programs from 1994-1995 and was a professor of Finance from 1995-2002 at the Williamson College of Business Administration at Youngstown State University.

Faculty Accomplishments: Dr. Charles G. “Chuck” Bailey

Dr. Charles G. “Chuck” Bailey, professor of radio-television production and management in the W. Page Pitt School of Journalism and Mass Communications and faculty manager of WMUL-FM, has been selected for the West Virginia Broadcasting Hall of Fame.

“The hall of fame recognizes individuals associated with broadcasting throughout the state who have excelled in the field of broadcasting. “I am humbled, honored, and at the same time happy, for my induction reflects the importance of college radio stations,” Bailey said. “My thanks go to all of our past and present students and engineering support staff at WMUL-FM who have defined greatness over the past 28 years at Marshall University.”

Suggestions for future newsletter items can be sent to Tim Melvin: melvin7@marshall.edu
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